A camera designed just for you
Dental photography requires special needs, and this camera just may fit the bill for all of them.

Get passionate
Remember how excited you were about dentistry back in the beginning? Make sure you always feel that way.

A different way to check for caries
Detecting caries may never be simpler (not to mention more accurate or helpful).

CDA Presents kicks off its annual meeting with new ways to help better your practice

If you’re looking for the best this week — whether it be in educational opportunities or new products and technology — you are in the right place. For the next three days, CDA Presents The Art and Science of Dentistry has you covered.

“We expect this show to be one of the best we have put on in San Francisco,” said Del Brunner, DDS, CDA Presents Board of Managers chair. “We strive to adapt and enhance our programs based on what members want and need to help them better their practices.”

‘One of the best’

The CDA Foundation will host several activities here at CDA Presents The Art and Science of Dentistry, offering multiple ways for you to learn a little more about the organization and to support its causes.

Through the generosity of volunteers and donors, the CDA Foundation has helped many Californians in need through its two flagship programs: CDA Cares and the Student Loan Repayment Program.

In addition, the CDA Foundation provides dental materials and also supplies grants to community-based organizations to help provide access to care for California’s most vulnerable citizens.

Learn more
For more information about the CDA Foundation, visit cdafoundation.org.

Here is a look at the foundation events taking place:

• Wine Wall. With a $20 donation, participants can pull any bottle of wine from the “wine wall” at the CDA Foundation booth (No. 802) on the exhibit hall floor. You may pick a bottle worth $100, and some lucky choosers will find a gift card paired with their bottle selection as well.
• The Spot. CDA Foundation Chairman Don Rollofson, DMD, will speak on Friday at The Spot about CDA’s role in helping California’s underserved patients. Learn how volunteering to help underserved patients can make lasting change. Rollofson will be speaking from 2 to 3 p.m.
• CDA Cares Chair Sponsorships. Become a CDA Cares Chair Sponsor and receive a CDA Cares scrub jacket. To date, CDA Cares has provided $7.5 million in dental care to 10,040 people who experience barriers to care. For every $100 contributed, $1,100 in care is provided.
• CDA Foundation Scrubs. Visit the CDA Store and purchase CDA Foundation scrubs. Your purchase goes to support the work of the CDA Foundation.
• Donate $20 and get a chance to pull a bottle of wine from the ‘wine wall.’

Get to know the CDA Foundation here in San Francisco